
McLean County Unit District No. 5  

Executive Summary:  Listening Tour 

Name of School:  Northpoint  

Date of visit: 12-11-14 

Number of attendees:  10 

What makes our school outstanding?  List three or more strengths from the attached data and 

summarize.  Data at Northpoint shows that topics that are important to our parents are in the areas of 

curriculum/ achievement, and staff with 8/8 total blue dots.  Our outstanding positive areas were in 

learning environment/behavior (7 total dots), communication (4), and staff (2).  Cards also indicated 

outstanding culture, parent involvement, high expectations, and communication.   It is important to 

note that we had a small sample with only 10 participants.      

What can make our school even better?  List three or more improvements from the attached data and 

summarize.  Data indicates that we can improve in the areas of curriculum/achievement (8 green dots); 

specifically with our curriculum offerings for gifted students as was noted on two cards.  Class size (5 

green dots) is also of concern for our parents.  In addition, grounds/facility/ safety gathered the majority 

of red negative dots 8/13.  While not a high priority is it a negative and with a school of 26 years old our 

facility is in need of some improvements.    

Prioritize the most important strength and most important improvement from the data. 

Overall, at Northpoint, the 10 participants indicated they believe the curriculum/achievement is what 

makes Northpoint outstanding.  This is supported with 15 blue and green positive dots.   Our group 

indicated the most important area for improvement is also curriculum/achievement with 10 dots on the 

needing improvement side.  While it may seem strange to have strength that also shows as an area of 

improvement looking closer at specific cards our families would like to see us continue to grow in 

curriculum and achievement.   

 

Beyond the data, notes from the evening show the Northpoint teachers, community partnership, and 

high expectations are our strength and core curriculum, curriculum enhancements, facility 

improvements/cleaning, and late starts are areas the participants would like to be addressed.            

 

 

 


